Everyone remembers
the old Chinese proverb that
encourages one with”… a
journey of one thousand
miles begins with a single
step.” This was our first step
in what will hopefully be a
long journey with Paquettes
Historical Farmall Museum.
February 19th had the
members of KOTR AACA
hosting our first car show.
With this under our belt and
our good friends in Ocala and
the new Villages Region
AACA the future does indeed
look bright for this annual
event. We have scads of room
for growth, a location that is

second to none and a host the
only wants the best for us and
our friends.
Each year Stew
Paquette’s annual tractor
show has grown and offered
the spectators more and more
in the way of things to see
and do. He had been promised a car show in the past
only to be disappointed by
the then host club. KOTR
came on the scene rather late
in the process and we produced an impressive array of
fine automobiles that the
public enjoyed. Word will get
out that we mean business
and a good time with great

old cars.
Our cover photo this
month is from Stew’s latest
effort and shows our 35 plus
cars lined up for viewing by
the show attendees. The
Ocala region and KOTR each
had their own tents set up for
the memberships to gather
and enjoy the beauty of the
day. Cars started arriving as
early as 8:00 A.M. and remained until 2:30 P.M. A
great time to discuss future
activities and make plans as
well as reminisce about past
outings and enjoy each others
company.
Great job everyone!
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As you read this it must
be understood that I am writing from a somewhat biased
point of view. This past
month we, KOTR AACA, were
the prime force behind the
car show for Paquette’s Historical Farmall Museum big
three day festival on February, 18th, 19th and 20th. Back
in November we were
charged with putting on a car
show for the event.
We met a number of
times with Stew about the
process for the “Running of
the Red” as the three day
event has been known. Our
show committee, Art
Cochiarro, Fran Helfferich,
and others set about the task
of getting enthusiasts to participate in this our first attempt at this type of thing.
After all we are more of a
driving club and less of a
showing club.
All area motor sports
clubs were contacted and the
details of our program were
explained to the various

memberships in an effort to
spur participation.
What we got was about
forty cars to come out and enjoy a beautiful sunny day in
the Florida winter with good
friends and wonderful cars.
Add to that all the activities
that Paquette’s have to offer
during this event; tractor
pulls, antique truck show
from Antique Truck Collectors of America, daily parades
and games and music for all
the family. This was the ninth
anniversary for the “big week
end.” The first with a car
show.
Now we have some experience with the venue and
the public and we can expect
to make great advances for
next year’s edition of the
show. We now have a full year
to get this activity on the
schedule for inclusion in folks
very busy schedules. It is not
as though there is a lack of activities in which to participate
in the area.
This has to
be one of
the busi-

est areas in all of Florida in
the Winter.
Did you participate in
this, our main charge from
our host Stew Paquette? Now
is the time to set your sights
for next years version and
make this the best show in
the area. I also want to
thank our sister region in
Ocala for their big turnout for
the day bringing cars that
ranged from humble Model T
Fords to a spectacular 1936
Cord convertible.
We are in a unique
situation here in all of AACA.
We have two regions and one
chapter within thirty miles of
each other and all willing to
cooperate on projects. There
can be no stopping us now.
All it requires is your
wanting to make it grow and
prosper to be the very best.
Nobody starts out wanting to
be second best. How about
you?

The new year for KOTR started off with our
First Cruise-N-Dine of 2016 on January 14th
with a wonderful drive planned by Dave Jenkins.
Our route took us from Mulberry recreation
Center in The Villages east along route 42 to
Altoona then north on route 19 into the Ocala
National Forest. From route 19 we headed east on
Route 455 to Astor and The Blackwater Inn on the St. Johns River. The trip was but a
short hour and fifteen minutes on some of the nicest roads for old cars. Not many too
many turns or chances to get lost so we were all able to stay together this trip.
Upon our arrival at the Inn we were greeted by our sister region from Ocala which
arrived only 5 minutes prior, great timing! The Blackwater Inn was ready for us and had
us seated along the waterfront windows for a wonderful view of the marina and St. Johns
River. With gulls and pelicans gliding along over the river made for an idyllic setting for
our noontime meal.
With great friends both old and new, fabulous cars on the road and scrumptious
fare in a lush setting what more could you expect from a KOTR AACA outing.
Several Model A Fords made the journey from
Ocala to the Blackwater Inn in Astor for a fabulous lunch. As you can see from these photos
our tour planner Dave Jenkins set us up with the
perfect trip to start our new year of Cruise-NDines. With temperatures in the sixties it made
for an easy drive in our great cars. Just the first
of many for the coming year. If you missed this
one you missed a duesey!

The Austin Healey (AH) 100 was introduced in 1953. It was a 2 seat roadster
with a 4 cylinder engine, a four speed
manual transmission (an electric overdrive was added later) and a convertible
top that was stored separate from it’s
frame. The car did not have roll - up windows , but used side curtains which were
attached through holes in the door and
secured by wing nuts. The name was derived from a combination of the engine
provider (The Austin Motor Co.) with that
of Donald Healey (the car’s creator). At
the time of it’s introduction the design
was considered to be revolutionary because of it’s slick body design. The 4 cylinder engine remained (with numerous
increases in power) until 1966. At that
time a 6 cylinder engine replaced the 4
cylinder engine. The body style was also
changed to a much sleeker long nosed design which remained on the car for the remainder of it’s life. The car was then
called the 100-6.
In 1963 the car became a true convertible with a folding top and roll up
windows. It was renamed Austin Healey
3000. With several changes in the interior, wooden dash, more comfortable
seats and an improved heater the car
ended production in 1967. It’s demise resulted from the inability to comply with
new
U. S. safety and pollution regulations.
Our 1963 Healey was acquired in
1989 from Sandy’s Father. In 1991
the car received a frame up restoration. The body panels from the frame
up were removed and restored. We

dissembled the car, took it in boxes and
pieces to a shop that does Aqua Blasting
to remove all paint. Aqua blasting uses
Bicarbonate of Soda rather than sand to
strip paint. It is applied with a gun the
same way sand blasting is done. Any residual is washed off the car and along
with the paint that has been removed and
sent through a filter that cleans the water
and captures the paint. The result is a
clean metal surface that is so smooth it
hardly needs sanding. It is also a quick
process. I took the car in at 7:00 A.M.
picked it up at 2:00 P.M. and the restorer
had it in the shop by 4:00 P.M.
All body panels were covered with a
self etching primer then painted with
NYC Fire Equipment Red using base coat
clear coat. After painting, the inside of all
fenders were covered with chip guard
painted the same color as the rest of the
car. All suspension components were replaced. The original transmission was replaced with a Toyota Supra 5 speed
Transmission. The interior was restored
with new leather as was the trunk. A new
convertible top was installed.. All instruments were refurbished. All wire wheels
were replaced with stainless steel ones.
The wheels were converted so tubeless
tires could be used. The engine was not
rebuilt, just made pretty, at this time. It
was fine. It was rebuilt in 2008 just before we moved to the Villages full time.
I did all of the disassembly, reassembly and mechanical work. The restorer and I agreed that I would come
every Friday to see what was done. I
would pay him for the work based upon a
schedule agreed upon the previous week.
If I was unhappy with what had been
done I would pay him and at my option
remove the car. This process worked very
well. I started the restoration in November and on Memorial day I was in Canada
for a show.

It just
so happened
that our
February day
for meeting fell
on the 15th, the
day after St.
Valentine’s
day. We decided
to extend the
idea to include
a treat for the
ladies. Jimmy
Cipollone and Gordon Platt lead the way by
having two beautiful cakes made for the occasion by Donna’s Dream Cakes. Covered
by luscious strawberries and whipped
cream they fit the spirit of the evening.
Along with the we had ice cream and you

George’s ‘39 coupe is a prime example of the DPC automobile for AACA. Driver Participation Class is one of the fastest
growing sectors of the club. You want an old car with radial
tires, air conditioning, sealed beam headlights. That’s OK in
DPC. Come and join in on the fun with your DPC car!

guessed it, more strawberries. The men did all the
work by cutting the cake
and dishing up the ice
cream and then serving the
ladies.
A fitting tribute to the
gals that put up with us on a daily basis and
indulge our propensity for old cars and new
friends.
KOTR has grown steadily over the
past six months and is now the club people
are hearing all about and wanting to join.
They want to be friends too!

As is our custom each month we
highlight a members cherished car at our
meeting. We are unique in that we can
bring that car right into the meeting hall at
Paquette’s and enjoy the enthusiasm the
owner has for his or her ride regardless of
the weather. Here Pat Rentz takes in the
interior of George Rafferty’s “new” 1939
Ford Coupe. George just purchased the car
a few days before with the help of fellow
member Elsie Grant. She bought his Corvair so that he could complete the deal on
the Ford. That’s how AACA works, friends
helping friends get the job done.

Part of the celebration
held at Paquette’s Historical
Farmall Museum on February 18th, 19th and 20th was
a Neal Diamond tribute
show direct from Branson,
Missouri.
While on a business
trip to Missouri this past
year Stew Paquette and his
team went to Branson to
check out a few shows that
they thought might go over
well at his Double Nickel
Ranch in Leesburg. They
found Keith Allen, five time
tribute artist of the year in
Branson. While Keith has
done other tribute shows,

namely Elvis his Neal Diamond tribute was spot on.
The show went on for
two hours non-stop singing
Neal’s best loved tunes from
the sixties, seventies, eighties and nineties and even
one from 2014. Interspersed
among the songs were biographical quips from Neal in
regards to the inspiration for
his melodies.
Anyone that attended
the sold out concert will attest to his versatility and wit.
They will also get the gist of
the headline for this article.
The entire show was done in
“one costume.” That being

said that “one costume” was
ever changing right before
your eyes at times. His sequin vest had the capacity to
change colors on a moments
notice, he would pass behind
a banner and come out only
seconds later in a different
color. From silver to red to
blue to black and finally as
he turned around on stage it
went from black to red,
white and blue with stars.
Made for a great fun filled
evening enjoyed by nearly
30 club members and their
friends. Thanks to all that
helped to make this a wonderful evening.

Above you can see Keith Allen a.k.a. Neal Diamond in his various iterations as the show progressed with
the vest changes appropriate to the songs for that section of the show and finally for his finale the allAmerican red, white and blue with stars.
At the top of the page that is not Keith in the black vest but rather our host for the evening Stew Paquette.

For many spectators at this years show it was an awakening to the many possibilities available in the area. KOTR
and Ocala each had their own tents for socializing and disseminating information to the public about our programs.
Many have seen and heard of The Villages many and varied clubs for car enthusiasts but now they have one suited
more to their style outside of The Villages. With our friendly
demeanor and spectacular venue here at Paquette’s it’s no
wonder so many folks are finally getting jus what they deserve, an AACA chapter in their own backyard.

Our sister region in Ocala
came out in great force to
help support our efforts with
this show. They brought a
wide range automobiles for
people to enjoy. Anything
from Model T fords to an
amazing and very rare 1936
Cord 810 convertible. Bruce
Earlin, the Cord’s owner
drives his classic cars and
is not afraid to get them out
in the public’s eye. That’s
just the style for our new
chapter.

As show day approached members of KOTR gathered to
set the field for our first ever show at Paquette’s Historical
Farmall Museum. From the left; Jim Dawson, Gordon
Platt, Art Cocchiaro, Dave Jenkins Jimmy Cipollone,
Jack Armstrong, Fran Helfferich, Bruce Blevins and Jim
Rentz.

Members of the Villages Corvette Club came
as a group to take in the sights and sounds of
the pulling tractors gathered for Paquette’s
Ninth annual “Running of the Red’ at their
Double Nickel Ranch in Leesburg, also the
home base for KOTR AACA.
All area car clubs were invited to participate
but on short notice. Now we have a full year
to make plans for next year’s show and just
watch us “take off.”

DOWN
THE ROAD
A PIECE!

We have been talking about this it
seems like for years now and it looks like it
is finally going to happen. The discussion
began some time ago about bringing the
AACA Winter National show to our area.
This years Winter Show was held in Naples,
Florida and many members from this area
chose to participate there. Whether it was
on the show field with a points car or in the
DPC Class or HPOF category. Everyone had
a good time with old cars and great friends.
Now it is our turn to get our act together and show the rest of AACA how we
can do it. Just who do I mean by OUR? As
you all know this area of central Florida is a
hot bed for the old car hobby and in particular AACA. Three regions and a chapter
are joining forces to work in a concerted effort to make the 2017 Winter National Show
a reality here. The three regions, North Central Florida based out of Gainesville and
headed by Don McCullen along with the
Ocala region lead by Frank Stafford, The
Villages Region and John Peters along with
the KOTR chapter presided over by Jim
Rentz will be prepping during the next
eleven months to make this the best show
for all of AACA to enjoy.
This will be your opportunity to put
your special talents to the test. There are

many, many committees that will need
staffing to make this event happen and
all of you are encouraged to engage in
the activities. If you have never been to
one of these them you have missed a
really great time. These are three day events
with the “Big Dance” on Saturday, February
25th, 2017. Much organization is required
to bring in in excess of 200+ cars and
nearly double that in people participation.
Now is the time to get your thoughts
around the program and jump on board.
Additionally, the week prior to this show we
in KOTR have an obligation to Stew
Paquette to create a show for his big three
day extravaganza as well. Let’s show everyone just what we can do in AACA. It’s all in
the attitude, one of cooperation, and anything can be accomplished.
Start thinking about how you can personally make a positive difference. It will
take a lot of patience and foresight by all of
us working together. The core committees
will be working through the summer
months while many of you are away but we
will be in touch on a regular basis to keep
all of you up to date. Without you this cannot be done, your support and participation
are essential to our success. I know that we
can all count on YOU!

Editors Note: When we last left off
with Bruce’s tale of his love of the
Packard automobile his uncle Jim
had just purchased a 1933 Packard
1001 603 sedan project car. Since
that time back in our October issue
Bruce has joined our chapter here
in Leesburg affording those of you
that are also in love with the marque
an opportunity to communicate on a
more personal level. Come to our
next meeting and chat with him, a
great guy.

from high school and three
weeks later I began my military adventure at the United
States Military Academy at
West Point. The 33 was put
away in a shed at Uncle
Jims for what ended up being a ten year nap. In 1979,
I left the Army and returned
home. A few years later I
had a garage big enough and
I retrieved the 33 Packard
It’s condition was ex- and started an inventory for
a complete restoration.
cellent, no rust or damage
That is when I learned two
could be seen, except for
very important lessons
one dent on the top of one
when it comes to buying and
front fender. Deciding it
was a bargain, we purchased restoring cars. First make
sure all the parts are there
the car for the tidy sum of
$350.00 and we proceeded when you buy it and second
make sure you know what
to load it up. Two trucks
you are doing when you reand a trailer later we were
store it. Of the first, I
on our way home with the
prize of the century. Brent quickly learned that a car
needs a front axle and steerhas since moved to Ellendale, North Dakota. I have ing column to be able to
drive. Why we never nooften wondered if he still
has the 1934 limo, with the ticed that 15 years earlier, I
will never know. Of the secremovable pillar between
the passenger side front and ond, I soon realized that I
rear doors, that was also at knew nothing about this car
or what went where. Never
his house that night.
The next month I graduated the less, I started cleaning
and inventorying and paint-

ing. Within a year, the floor
of my four car garage was
covered with Packard parts.
To my good fortune, I located a 33 1001 rolling chassis and purchased it from
Dwight Bond in Gibbon, Nebraska. My cousin’s fatherin-law picked it up for me.
So now I had my missing
parts and an assembled
model to assist me in reassembling my project. That
same four car garage now
was a restoration shop. In
the first bay, I put the
freshly painted chassis on
saw horses. In the second
bay sat the recently purchased rolling chassis, minus the front axle and steering column and a few other
minor parts. In the third
and fourth bays were laid
out all the rest of the parts
needed to assemble a make
this into a rolling chassis.
The five bags of nuts, bolts,
screws, and washers had all
been cleaned and black oxided and sorted and placed
on a bench. The rest I
thought would be easy.
(Continued on page 10)

(Continued from page 9)

Just walk over and pick up a
piece, take it over to the rolling chassis, find where the
part goes, find the fasteners
needed, collect the correct fasteners and mount the part
onto the chassis. Easy, yes,
time consuming even more of
a yes. Weekends dragged into
months and months dragged
through the whole winter.
Summer came and summer
went. I did manage to clear
one bay so Kaye could park
her car in the garage again.
This was quickly done before
the threats of divorce and
bodily harm could be acted
upon. Even though I consider
myself a man of great patience, I was becoming down
hearted by going to car shows
and meets and seeing all the
fun owners were having driving their cars, especially Packards. I would then return to
my garage and continue what
seemed was going to be a life
sentence of finding parts and
matching parts and attaching
parts. I wanted a Packard to
drive. It did not have to be a
Pebble Beach winner, just a
respectable driver.
Around the summer of
1985, a good friend of mine,
Jim Pearsall, was attending a
car show. He was standing in
front of an early Packard,
where he often is at car shows,
when he overheard a couple
near him make the comment,
“That’s just like the one we
have at home.” Always in the
market to uncover lost Pack-

ards and return them to the
world, Jim started up a conversation with them and began to educate them about the
Packard Motor Car. Deborah
and Mike McMahon only
knew that their car was a 1933
Packard, it was black and a sedan. After their time of conversation, Jim departed their
company, but not before giving them his name and phone
number.
Times moves on and in the fall
of 1987, Jim receives a phone
call from the McMahons.
“Since you were so kind and
informative at the car show,
we thought we would give you
first chance at buying our
Packard before it comes out in
Hemmings next month.” Jim
thanked them, but was not in
a position or desire to buy a
car right then. He did tell
them, fortunately for me, that
he had a friend in Michigan
who was looking for a driver.
If the car could be considered
a driver, his friend might be
interested. It was early November 1987, when I received
the phone call from Deborah
McMahon. She said that she
heard from Jim Pearsall that I
was interested in buying a
Packard and that they had one
to sell. All she could tell me
was that it was a Packard
(good start), that it was a 1933
(were Packards built any
other year?), it was black, had
four doors, a metal top and
was in nice enough condition
that one could drive it anywhere (heard that story be-

fore). She had set the hook, a
1933 Packard that drives. I
had to see it. But which 33
type of sedan was it. She didn’t know anymore about it.
My mind began to wonder. In
1933, the 10th series consisted
of seventeen different bodies
for standard eights, fourteen
bodies for super eights and
twenty nine body styles for
twelve's. Of these sixty body
styles nineteen were called sedans. They ranged from the
smallest, the 1001 603 five
passenger sedan, a left over
from the 900 light eight of
1932, up to the 1006 Dietrich
Sport Sedan, the car of the
dome. Which one could it be.
Only one way to find out, a
trip to Altoona was in my future.
Owning one’s own business,
unlike every thinks, you just
can’t take time off any ole
time you wish. Oh, you can if
you are willing to suffer the
consequences. So my venture
to Altoona had to be arranged
around a long weekend and
one was coming up soon.
Thanksgiving weekend was
just a couple of weeks off.
That would be my target date.
I asked Uncle Jim and my
Aunt Faith (Fifi) if they would
like to accompany me on this
adventure. Mainly for a number of reasons, Uncle Jim was
familiar with Packards, remember my first of two very
important lessons learned.
Make sure you know what you
are looking at when you buy a
car.
(story to be continued!)

One of the great aspects of our old cars is
the tires that were used back in the day. It
was an era of one-upsmanship to sell cars
in a bad economy. If wide whitewalls
made the design sparkle then why not
“double” wide whites. Here you can see
that Dee Dee sports a set of double whites
by Firestone with script logo and the Firestone badge filled in red. Gilding the lilly.

This past month also saw Dee
Dee leave the shop for the first
time since August 2015. It was
time for her to get fitted with
her new interior and a new top.
Here she is loaded onto the flatbed for the short trip, two miles
to Bob’s Seat Covers new shop
in Leesburg. After two weeks of
primping she was getting ready
for her coming out party in
Naples AACA Winter Meet.

After two weeks in the upholstery spa she is
back home with her new top and hood panels
installed. Those beautiful head lights you see
are the lights at the end of the tunnel. with
just a few more days of final detailing she be
a stunner that will be certain to please. She
has been through a lot in the past two and
half years. Going from a project car to the
“Belle of the Ball.”

Those of us that were
lucky enough to have lived
through the mid-twentieth
century have so many
memories of those things
that will never be again. The
days of giant cars, like John
Peter’s 1959 Cadillac are but
a memory today as is the
“service station” in the background. In 2013 John and
his wife Vicky participated
in the 100 th anniversary of
the Lincoln Highway tour.
One of the sites on that tour
was the GULF Station located in Bedford, Pennsylvania that is still in “service”
today.
This facility is a prime
example of the “Art Deco”
style so prevalent in the
1930’s. It is veneered in porcelain tile to make it sleek
and easy to maintain for the
owner. But most of all it
stood out from the other service station vying for motorist to spend their money.
Many, many people
have no concept of the idea
of a “service station.” a facility where people actually
came to your automobile
and did the pumping of gas
and checking tire pressure
and oil levels as well as clean
the windshield. Gone are the
days where men in black
leather bow ties waited on
you hand and foot to make

your driving experience a
pleasure. Some stations
even tried adding women to
the staff in various stages of
dress to attract the customer.
Gone are the days
when a gas pump was a
work of art with its whirling
spheres inside a glass bubble

and the ring of its bell with
each gallon of twenty-five
cent gasoline that went into
your tank. That was so the
customer could count how
many gallons he or she got
when they asked for only
five or ten and were not
short changed by the attendant.

An editorial by renowned
automotive author

Jack Handle
What has happened to
our halls of higher education.
Those great institutions of
automotive engineering. I am
referring to none other than
the neighborhood service station. Even the name itself has
been relegated to the dust bin
of todays ideas of propriety.
For there is no service these
days. People used to say
“service is my middle name”.
No longer.
There was a time, and
you can remember those
days, when you pulled your
car into a “service station”
and you got service. What a
quaint idea that is today. Men
with little leather bow ties
would rush to the drivers side
of the car to request how they
could be of service to you. All
you had to say was “fill’er up”
and they would start the
process. First the hose would
go in the tank and then they
would ask you to release the
hood latch so they could
check the oil, water and windshield washer. With that accomplished they would then
remove the hose from the
tank and proceed to wash
your windshield too. The total
cost for all of this service and
a full tank was $4.50. They

were glad to have your business. That would hardly buy
you a gallon of ethanol gas today.
But these “service stations” were much more than
they seemed to the casual observer. To many of us they
were centers of higher education. Places where you could
get an education from some
of the greatest teachers in the
world. Many of these proprietors were gurus of the gears.
A young man, for in those
days it was not a co-ed class,
could learn the facts of automotive life. What else was
there? He could also learn the
other facts of life as well, one
only had to peruse the array
of calendars covering the
walls of the service area to see
what otherwise was forbidden
at home. It was here that we
learned of carburetion and
carbonizing. We would learn
of advancing and retarding
the spark for better performance. We learned how things
work. How to do for ourselves. While many of us got
PHD’s in pushrods most of us
went about our ways to
higher education in the great
ivy covered walls of universities and live our lives away

from what was to be for many
a passion deferred. To simply
mess about with our cars.
Those iconic service
stations are but a memory today. Removed from the landscape to make room for today’s fast food emporiums
that also happen to provide
fuel. There is one chain that
claims their real competition
is McDonalds and that
cheaper fuel is merely their
hook to get you in the door.
Gone is the person who
even cares about your car
other than the fact that it is a
source of revenue for them.
The neighborhood mechanics
with greasy hands and a can
do philosophy of life are
creatures of the past, gone the
way of the Dodo bird. I am
glad that I had the opportunity to learn from these men
of grease and grime. That it is
not a sin to get dirty while
working for someone. That
solving problems with your
brain and brawn was good exercise for your mind as well
as your body. There’s nothing
like taking apart an old, worn
out front suspension system
to test your body, mind and
vocabulary.

What an amazing place we have in our own backyard. It is well worth
the effort to experience this facility. The history of the area makes the
trip well worthwhile along with conservancy efforts of the staff there
made for a wonderful day with good friends and fabulous cars and a
few tall tales with good food to boot. This is AACA at its finest.

edar Lakes Woods and Gardens
are located in nearby Williston,
just north west of Ocala. Pam
Stafford of the Ocala region organized this day trip for KOTS and
KOTR with 33 folks opting to make
the trip. Sixteen from Leesburg and
seventeen from the host region.
The site is that of once thriving limestone quarry that has been
converted into botanical gardens
and sanctuary that is now open to
the public. Adjoining the lakes is a
54 acre nature conservation easement maintained by the Conservation Trust of Florida.

Of course great old cars are a big part of AACA outings. Above left is “Cordelia” Bruce Earlin’s fabulous 1936 Cord convertible.
This car drew quite a crowd as we prepared to leave Cedar Lakes and we had a little time to spare and appreciate the various
rides folks drove. On the right is Jimmy Cipollone’s 1955 Chevy Bel Aire that he restored himself sitting in front of The Original
Ivy House in Williston. The other BIG item of AACA is the friends we have made and keep through our activities.

Following the wonderful tour of Cedar Lakes the
gang motored a short distance to The Ivy House for
a sumptuous lunch with new friends. Above left are
some of the gang from the Ocala region and to the
right is part of the KOTR chapter all getting to know
one another better.
To the left are Frank and Pam Stafford sitting with
Jim Vaughn from Ocala. We owe a debt of gratitude
to Pam for putting this little soiréeé together for all of
to enjoy. It is most important that the gals in our
clubs get to make some of the decisions too. When
Momma’s happy, everyone's happy. This is their
club also. Great job Pam!
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